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PROVEN, SELECTED & TRUSTED

VISION MISSION

COMPANY PROFILE
ENABLING A FLOURISHING DRONE  -POWERED SOCIETY
BY DEFENDING AGAINST ROGUE DRONE THREATS

DEEP RESEARCH FOUNDATION
The D-Fend Solutions’ technology, solutions, and the company itself come from deep research into the challenge 
of rogue drones. D-Fend’s experts recognized the threat early and began an intensive investigation into the fast 
growth of drone adoption worldwide across different sectors, along with the associated safety and security risks. 
The company aims to enable and protect the emerging drone-powered society while also overcoming the rogue 
drone threat.
We address the most difficult counter-drone challenges with a multi-disciplinary approach that encompasses a 
diverse set of technologies. D-Fend Solutions’ development efforts focus on the most acute threats from 
dangerous drones so that organizations around the world can maintain full control of drone incidents in complex 
environments and be prepared for future threats.

EnforceAir, D-Fend Solutions’ flagship anti-drone product, has been designated as best-in-class and used by toptier
government agencies. The solution has been proven, tested, selected, trusted and deployed by operational
units and security agencies in sensitive environments at high levels – including military, law enforcement, and
homeland security organizations. EnforceAir has also been chosen for large-scale events at major stadiums,
arenas, and open-air venues, and entrusted to protect high-level VIPs around the world. The system has been
deployed at forward-operating bases, highly traveled borders and ports, and at major international airports.

D-Fend Solutions is the leading global provider of cyber-takeover, counter-drone solutions for sensitive and
challenging environments. By focusing on the acute threat, the most dangerous drones, our technology enables
organizations around the world to maintain full control, safety, and continuity during rogue drone incidents across
complex and sensitive environments and be prepared for future threats. EnforceAir, our flagship offering,
automatically executes radio frequency (RF) cyber-takeovers of rogue drones for safe landings and safe outcomes.

Enable a flourishing drone-powered society, by
supporting the growth of safe and secure drone
adoption with innovative solutions that defend
against rogue drone threats.

To lead in providing the most advanced 
technology and solutions to overcome rogue 
drone threats in our customers’ most sensitive 
environments and airspace, in a controlled 
manner that enables continuity.



COUNTER-DRONE CORE CONCEPTS

Control

Focus

Safety

Future

Four core concepts guide D-Fend Solutions’ mission, product development and future direction.

The best way to control the drone threat and 
ensure continuity is to take control of the drone

Counter-drone measures must focus on the real 
risk, the most dangerous drones, & employ drone 
risk analysis, assessment, & prioritization

A safe landing or fend-off of the rogue drone is 
the best possible outcome for safe airspace

The constantly changing and increasingly 
complex drone threat requires foreseeing the 
future, and always staying a drone threat ahead

FUTURE-READY - 
ALWAYS A DRONE 
THREAT AHEAD 

A MULTI-
DISCIPLINARY 
APPROACH 

D-Fend Solutions is committed to foreseeing future drone threats. We continuously develop
new capabilities to stay ahead and anticipate even the most unpredictable drone challenges,
proactively building next-generation, optimal solutions for the upcoming dangers.
Continuous updates result in an up-to-date response to new drone models and components.
D-Fend Solutions brings together all the necessary competencies, employing a robust and
experienced research and development group with extensive, cross-domain experience. Our
experts possess advanced skill sets, knowledge of best practices, and real-world tradecraft
for counter-drone threat reaction and response.

D-Fend Solutions’ talented team is comprised of experts with extensive experience in air
defense, electronic warfare and cybersecurity, including personnel from elite military
intelligence technology units. We attack the most difficult counter-drone challenges with a
multi-disciplinary approach that encompasses a diverse set of technology.

OUR VALUES

CUSTOMER-CENTRICITY

QUALITY

COLLABORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

EMPOWERMENT

INNOVATION INTEGRITY

Learn about the values that guide our business, our product development, and our brand.
As our company continues to evolve and grow, these values remain constant.

Pro-Active, Rapid & Helpful

Do it Right!

One Company, One Team

Make it Happen

People Matter

Innovation Achieves the Impossible Act Ethically & Build Trust

We anticipate customer needs 
and act quickly to assist.

We maintain the highest 
standards of quality.

We work together, share ideas and apply 
varied skills to achieve our goals. 

We set our goals high 
and achieve them. 

We value our employees, recognize 
them, and set them up to win.

We overcome challenges with creative 
research and the most advanced 

technology. 

Integrity and honesty 
are foundational.
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